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Surprise opening of
Student Life Fair 2023

Eating competition by
Brødrenes

The fair is open

Eating competition by
Brødrenes

Klubben opens

The Quiz begins

Win 2 gift cards to
Skejby Fodboldgolf

Win 2 ten-journey
tickets to DGI Huset

Win beauty box from
Sanzi Beauty

Win gift cards to
OliNico Gastro Grillbar

Win a gift card to
Plan B

Win 4 tickets to
Aarhus Brætspilscafé

Win Body, Hair, and
Face kit from
Australian Bodycare

Win 2 free tickets to
Boulders







Overview of the companies
and associations at the fair

















"The life of being an instructor at BSS is a fantastic experience I
always will remember. You get to have a great influence on the
new students and enter a large social-minded environment of
people who wishes everyone the best. The network you gain
across different courses and semesters is unique and has
affected the entire experience of going to uni. Everyone
remembers their instructors – being one is truly something you
will never get anywhere else." 
 

“Perks of being a part of Studenterlauget’s party committee? Let me
list some, new friendships, lots of intern and extern activities, free
beers, cheap drinks, awesome times in the bar at Klubben, a unique
opportunity to meet and socialize with other faculties and at last
KAPSEJLADSEN.
Each year Studenterlauget’s party committee represents
Studenterlauget at Kapsejladsen, where we strive to reach the final
four, for the first time in SLFU history.
Apart from Kapsejladsen we, at SLFU, wish to boost the social life at
campus, with Friday bars, Christmas hygge and Big Banko -This is
where you really feel the purpose of SLFU.
You will never regret being a part of SL party committee!”

"In Caf’Inn you always work together with other students and together
we have a very good team spirit. The work is flexible in relation to the
lectures, and you will always meet a pleasant atmosphere while
working. Besides that, you will as an employee in Caf’Inn be a part of
SL, which includes a larger community with many great events." 

Statements from
employees of SL

Cecilie Dencker
instruktor

Christian Lund
Member of SLFU

Christie Lunding
Pedersen

Caf'inn



“Being employed as a bartender at Klubben comes with
many great benefits; one of these is the social community
offered by Klubben and Studenterlauget. This social
community includes not only colleagues but also fellow
students from different semesters, providing a unique
opportunity to make new connections and build friendships.
It’s way more than just connecting with someone on
LinkedIn. As a bartender at Klubben, it involves ensuring
that the guests have an enjoyable and memorable time
during the festivities. Even without prior experience as a
bartender, this is an opportunity for anyone who wishes to
engage in a funky and dynamic atmosphere and become the
master of making our specialty drink “Fugl,” which now
comes in multiple delightful variations. I highly recommend
it for everyone."

Being a DJ in the Club gives you the opportunity to be
part of an insanely cool organization, where you get to
expand your social network at campus and at the same
time cultivate your passion for music. This especially
applies to the large parties that we organise, e.g. Club
Klub, Børsbar and the udtrækningsfest. However, an
ordinary Friday bar where Klubken is full is also really
magical!

Statements from
employees of SL

Mads Bank
Bartender, Klubben

Morten Jørgensen
DJ, Klubben



"My name is Caroline, and I have been working in
Studenterlauget since December 2021. 
As a result of my job, I have grown my network at Aarhus BSS
and connected with many of my like-minded and fellow
students both academically as well as socially. These new
acquaintances make my every day on BSS and the Fridays in
Klubben full of joy. 

Studenterlauget promotes many student jobs, both paid and
voluntary, so while studying at BSS you can e.g., work as our
Bartender, Doorman or DJ in Klubben, Kitchen assistant in
Caffin, member of the party committee, RUS-instructor or
project coordinator for one of the many projects that
supports and enrich the students' life at Aarhus BSS.

There is an abundance of opportunities in becoming a part of
Studenterlauget and the benefits of working here are
invaluable. I am sure that it will educate and form you at the
same level as your education."

The purpose of Student Life Fair is to give all our students “An
easy life for a nice price”. 

Statements from
employees of SL

Caroline Pilgaard Hansen
Project Manager in SL



"As a student at Aarhus BSS, being part of Studenterlauget has
been amazing for me. It has been a fantastic way to expand my
social and professional connections. I have had a great
experience participating in various SL events and projects
during my bachelor's. Volunteering within SL has as well given
me some unique experiences too. Whether you want to join SL
through volunteering, working, or attending some of SL’s
awesome events, I can guarantee that SL strives to do the best
for all our members and the students at Aarhus BSS.

One of the several unique projects hosted by SL is the Student
Life Fair. As an organization for students by students, SL
understands that being a student is never easy. At the annual
Student Life Fair, you have the opportunity to make your
student life easier through discounts and products, engage in
entertaining activities and competitions with great prizes and
take home a lot of great goodies and have a great time!

Studenterlauget strives to give its over 4.000 members and 250
student employees the best student environment they have
experienced through our many projects and events. We hope
that you, as a member and/or an employee, will make use of
our many offerings and get some great experiences
throughout your time at Aarhus BSS!

If you wish to know more, come by, and say hi! We are at the
Student Life Fair, but you can also always find us at
Studenterlaugets Office at the BSS campus."

Statements from
employees of SL

Rasmus Høngaard
Chairman of the SL board



HUNGRY?
Most students live on a tiny budget so here are some recommendations for
places to eat out without spending it all in one place.

Are you hungover or just looking for something greasy to eat? We’ll
recommend Burger Shack and Grillen Burgerbar, which are all places where
you can grab a budget friendly burger menu.

Or do you fancy some Mexican takeaway? Then both VACA and Tipsy do the
job.

Maybe you have a late lecture and want to enjoy some delicious breakfast or
brunch? In such a case there are a number of opportunities by the river in
centrum of Aarhus. Ziggy, Globen Flakket or Cross Café just to name a few.

If you would like to explore street food from all over the world, go visit Aarhus
Street Food which is a big hall with a really cozy atmosphere, where you can
get both food, drinks and coffee.

SHOPPING?
There are a few different shopping malls in Aarhus. Bruun’s Galleri is the
biggest mall but there are also Magasin and Salling, which all offers great
shopping opportunities.

Like any other bigger city, Aarhus has a main shopping street, called Strøget,
with lots of different shops. For some more cozy shopping experiences, we
suggest that you go to Latinerkvateret and visit some of the many small
shops in this area.

MINIGUIDE FOR NEWCOMERS IN
AARHUS 



HANG OUT WITH FRIENDS?
If you are looking for places to chill out with friends, there are various places to
recommend in Aarhus.

Mindeparken and Botanisk Have are two of the biggest grass areas, where you can
unfold a carpet or bring a game to play with your friends. On sunny days, there will
be loads of people in these public areas. Also, Brætspilscafeen is a great place to go
if the weather calls for an indoor evening with board games.

HAVE A GOOD TIME WITH EVENTS?
Every year the Northside Festival takes place in Aarhus in the beginning of June and
there are some very good artists, it is a bit expensive though, why SPOT Festival or
Grøn Koncert could also be considered if you are interested in a music experience.

“Kapsejladsen” is a yearly event you surely do not want to miss out on. Everyone
from Aarhus University is invited and different field of studies compete against each
other in sailing kayak, drinking beer and spinning around. We know it sounds crazy,
but it’s one big party. More than 30.000 students show up every year and have a
blast.

GO FOR A SWIM?
Den Permanente, Bellavue Strand and Tangkrogen are some of the places you
can go to if you are looking for a swim in the sea or just a nice beach for some tan.
This summer, Havnebadet opened in Aarhus, and if you go there you can get a swim
in the harbor of Aarhus. Also, Den Permanente offers winter swimming, if you like
the water a bit colder.

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
If you have some spare time left over and don’t know what to do, here are a few
examples of what you could do and get a somewhat different experience.

‘The Rainbow’ has become a symbol of Aarhus and is placed on top of ARoS, which
is one of the city’s museums. ARoS is definitely worth a visit if you want a cultural
experience in high class.

Do you like nature and animals? Then you should consider visiting Dyrehaven where
you are allowed to feed deer and watch wild boars in beautiful surroundings.

Is it impossible to find somewhere to sit and study at Aarhus BSS? Then you could try
other facilities like DOKK1, which is also the main library of Aarhus and the home of
“Borgerservice”.
































